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Resistance of Hay 
to Air Flow 

C L DAY 

INTROD UCTION 

The laws governing the flow of fluids through porous media are 
of importance In many engineering problems. They are essential 
in determining the movement of water , oil, and gas through beds 
of sand, rock, and soU. They are need-edIot determining soU moIsture 
movement and seepage from lakes and ponds. Of special interest in 
the agricultural engineering field Is the flow of air through grain 
and hay. 

Considerable research has been done on the flow of fluids through 
beds of various kinds of materials. Most of the work has been 
with material such as lead shot, balls, shells or othe r material 
having a smooth surface and of a given size and shape. While 
the results of this work might be applied to flow through grain, it 
is not applicable to the flow through hay since hay particles do not 
have smooth surfaces IlIld are not of uniform Size and shape. 

Since about 1943 there has been conSiderable interest tn drying 
grain and hay on farms. T o properly design equipment [or drying, 
some information on the resistance of grain and hay to air flow 
was essential. Conseqt:rel"!tiy, a number of investigators began 
to conduct research on air flow through grain and hay at about that 
time. 

In 1943 Henderson (6) published the results of some tests on the 
resistance of sheiled com to air flow. He also reported data on 
the reSistance of soybeans and oats to air flow (7) in J!144. In )945 
Shedd (10) published the results of tests on the resistance of ear 
com to air flow. In 1951 and again in 1953 the same investigator 
(U, 12) reported on tests of the resistance 01 grains and seeds to 
air flow. Curves based on the work by $hedd have been published 
annually since 1954 In the yearbook of the American Society of 
Agricultural Engineers. 

A number of investigators, Including Shedd (13), Hendrix (8,9), 
Gu!llou (5), Davis (3), Bruhn (2), Zerfoss (14), Davis and Baker 
(4), and Ball (1) published results of tests nn air flow through hay 
during the period 1944 to 1951. These investigators agreed, In general, 
that the rel ationship between air velocity andnpressure drop could 
be expressed by an equation of the form v = aH where v Is velocity. 
H Is pressure drop and a and n are constants for a given set of 
conditions. Values of n as determined by various investigatorsl 
ranged from 0.55 to 0.78. 
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HYPOTHESES 

rn general, the pressure drop In an ai r stream through a mau 
of hay depends upon the rate of flow of the all', the denalty and the 
vlec081ty of the all', the size of the PlUlt,g8S through which the ai r 
mUlt flow, the roughness of the mater ial, the porosity of the mus, 
and the length of the ai r path. 

The pressure drop can be eJ<Pressed u • funCtion of the fll(liOrl 
listed as follows: 

p_f(v,L,d, p,l',r,h) Eq. 1 

wher e 
Sxmbol Definition Dimensions 

p preuure drop FL-2 

• velocity LT-1 

L control length L 

d dl.meter of air pusages L , density of fluid FT2 L-4 

, viscosity of fluid FTL-2 

, roughness ------
h porosity ------

Making use of dimensional analysis and the Buckingham Pi theorem, 
an expression lnvolvlng five d lmenslonlell Croups (or pi termt) 
can be written as fOllowa 

p • (pvd, " d, h) 

pv2 , L 

'" " - p 

p. 
, 

" : ""d , 
" • , 
" - dlL 

" - h 
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11'2 Is an expression for the Reynolds number, ""3 is a roughness 
factor. lr4 Is a factor which designates the air passage size, and 
. 5 is the porosity of the material. 

rf realistic numerical values could be assigned to rand d, it would 
then be possible to devise an experiment in which the Pi terms 
were Independently varied over a suitable range of values and 
expressions for 1fl in terms of 11"2 11"3 1f4 and 11"5 could be obtained. 
With information presently available: it' Is not 'posslble to assign 
a numerical value to roughness. It is reasonable to assume that 
roughness depends upon the shapes of the particles, the kind of 
material, the size and shapes of the air passages , and perhaps the 
mOisture content of the material. 

It is equally difficult to assign a numerical value to the sizes of 
the air passages. The air passage Sizes depend upon the total 
volume of the enclosure, the number of particles, the Sizes and 
shapes of the particles and the moisture content of the material. 
It becomes evident that it is impossible to vary the air passage 

sizes Without affecting roughness and that It Is equally Impossible 
to reproduce any given roughness or air passage size if the material 
under test is disturbed or replaced. The design of an experiment 
based on the parameters determined by the dimenSional analysis 
above Is, therefor e , precluded and another spproach must be used. 

It Is possible to determine precisely a relationship between the 
p ressure drop and the specific air flow rate fo r a given batch of 
material under a given set of conditions. This information Is not 
generally useful since it may be impossible to find another batch 
of material with exactly the same case history to which it can be 
aoplied. Of ~reater interest is the effect of certain variables on 
the pressure drop. 

From this point on, the material will be limited to hay and the 
fluid limited to air. A examination of equation I 

p .. f(vL, p, /l, d, r, h) 

reveals that the quantities, v, p and '" depend upon properties 
01 the air, that d, r , and h depend upon properties 01" the hay, and 
that L is Independent of both the material and the fluid. 

The air flow rate can be controlled and measured. but the density 
and viscosity of the air cannot be independently varied by any practical 
means. Both are affected by changes in temperature. The variations 
In the density and viscosity of air over the usual range of drying 
temperatures when wlheated air Is used appear to be of little con
sequence. The Reynolds number, as defined above , Is expressed by 

R
• pvd - , 

For a given batch of hay and a given air flow rate,!! and! will 
be constant. 
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For air at 70 

Then 
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letvd =k 

F 

• • 2.32 x 10-3 slugs per cubic ft. 

,. 3.78 x 10- 7 slugs per ft. - sec. 

R~6140k 

For air at 100 F 

p ·2.20 x 10-3 slugs per cubic ft. 

,.. = 3.95 x 10-7 slugs per ft. -sec 

Then 

R=5580k 

Thus , about a 10 percent change in Reynolds number would result 
from a change in temperature from lOOoF to 70° F . Assuming that 
turbulent flow prevails, It Is unlikely that a 10 percent change In 
Reynolds number has any appreciable effect on the pressure drop. 

Since the material has been limited to hay. the principal vari-
ations which are of in terest are changes in the length and conditions 
of the hay, the degree of packing. and the moisture content. 

It would be expected that chopped hay at a given moisture content 
and packed to a given bulk specific weight would have a different 
roughness and different air passage sizes when compared with 
long hay. It would also be expected that conditioned hay (i.e. hay 
that has been crimped or crushed) would differ from the non-con
dilloned hay In these respects. If, then, roughnes.s and air passage 
sizes are pertinent variables, a difference in the pressure drop 
for given air flow rates would be expected when these variables 
a r e changed. 

APPARATUS 

To check the effect of the variables above and others on pressure 
drop, a test bin was connected to a positive displacement type air 
pump as Shown In Figure 1. The specific air now rate can be pre
cisely calculated since the diameter of the upper bell is known and 
the rate of descent can be determined from the drive shaft speed and 
sprocket ratiOS. The one foot in diameter test bin was placed 
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horizontally on the floor to minimize the v.Ilr latlon In density due 
to the weight of the hay itself. A plenum chamber was located be
tween the pump and the test bin and pressure taps were located 
at one foot Intervals along the bin. Hay was weighed and packed 
into the test bin in one foot Increments using a graduated tamper 
(Figure 1). The specific air flow rate was changed by using differ
ent sets of sprockets on the air pump. Pressure differences were 
measured between position 1 (the position nearest the plenum) 
and each of the other taps along the bin us ing an inclined tube man
ometer as shown In Figure 2. The manometer has a range of 0-2 
inches of water and a least count of 0.02 inches of water. 

Fig. J-PositiVl dispLuemml ai,. pump, luI bi .. , ... J gr.tlu.ltd , .. mp". used i .. .u
terrnining rtsm.. .. ~t of MJ IfJ .. if" jIqw. 
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PROCEDURES AND RESULTS 

A series of tests was designed to check the effect of chopping 

and crushing on rell.lance to air flow. The procedure used was 

as follOws: AlfaUa h~ was mowed and part of It was crushed with 

I. hay conditioner having rubber rollers. Hay WB.S allowed to !laid 

cure to approximately 30 percent moisture and then was raked with 

& IIlde delivery rake and p icked up with • pitch fo rk. The hay was 

then hauled to the laboratory and . lIowed to dry to abo ... , 11 percent 

(wet basis) before loading the bin. Exactly the same lUllount of 

hay by weight was loaded In the bin for e.ch of the teats &nd It wa.s 

packed uniformly In tbe bin so thu the same volume wu occupied 

In each case. The resultlng bulk epeclfic weight was 3.82 pounds 

per cubic foot . Figure 3 shows typical results of a comparison 

of cruShed and uncruahed chopped hay. Note thlt for I given now 

rite the pressure drops were slightly higher for cru.shed hay 

thlUl fo r uncI"Ushed hly. 
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Tests comparing long crushed alfalfa with long uncrushed alfalfa 
hay indicated that there was even less difference in resistance to 
air flow than was the case in the chopped hay comparison. 

Several tes ts were run In which the resistances of chopped and 
long hay to air flow were compared. A typical set of data is shown 
in Figure 4. Note that for a given air flow rate, the resistance to 
flow is hiKher for chopped than for long hay. 

A series of tests was run to determine the difference In the 
resistance of hay leaves and hay stems. Leaves were stripped 
from enough hay to load the bin to approximately 3 feet with a 
bulk specific 'weight of 4.24 pounds per cubic loot . Pressure measure
ments were made for air flow rate ranging from S.6 to 60 cfm 
per square loot. After the leaves were removed from the test bin , 
the stems were placed in the bin and packed to the same bulk 
specific weight as the leaves, and the air flow tests were repeated. 
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For comparison, the bin was then loaded with chopped hay packed 
to 4. 24 pounds per cubic foot. Figur e 5a shows the r esults of these 
teats. 

There Is also evidence which indicAtes a conSiderable variation 
In resistance of hay cut at different times during the haying season. 
F1iUre Sh, for example, shows results of some tests on hay cut 
on June 19 , J962, compared with hay cut on August 7, 1962. The 
earlier cutting resulted iii preSllure drops approximately 50% higher 
than the later cutting even though the bulk specific weight and moisture 
content ol the hay were the same In each ease. The early growth 
ol alfalfa In central Missouri Is generaUy more luxurl~t and con
sequently would be expected to have a higher percentage of leaves 
than that cut later In the season when soil moisture conditions are 
less favorable lor growth. The ratio of leaves to BtemS is also 
affected by the stage of maturity of the plants. 
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" if" if" b.J. 

Of Car greater Importance than the size and shape of the particles 
i s the b.llk specific weight of the material in the bin (i .e.) how 
much material is packed into a given volume. It Is obviouS that 
tighter packing results In smaller air passage sizes, lower porosity 
and, consequently, higher resistance to air flow. 

A series of tests was run in August, 1959, with chopped alfalfa 
hay packed to specific weights of 3.00, 4.00, 5.00, and 6.00 pounds 
per cubic foot , The hay was at about 11 percent mOisture In each 
case. Results of these test s are shown In Figure 6. Additional 
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tests were run in June, 1960, with bulk specific weights ranging from 
3.18 to 5,73 pounds per cubic foot. Again the moisture content was 
about II percent. Results of the 1960 tests are shown in Figure 7. 
The results shown in Figures 6 and 7 show a consistent pattern, 
but are not entirely compatible. The differences are believed to 
result from differences In material. As previously mentioned, the 
cutting date bas an effect upon the leafiness of the material which in 
turn affects Its resistance to air flow. 

It Is of Interest to determine the relaUonshlD between all' pressure 
drop and bulk specific weight for a given air flow rate. From 
F igures 6 and 7, points were sleeted at the various bull,; specific 
weights for constant air flow rate s of 10. 20, and 40 dm per square 
foot of bin cross section and were plotted in Figure 8 along with 
data from additional tests with chopped hay with moisture ranging 
from 11 to 13 percenl For chopped alfalfa hay the pressure drop 
varies approximately as the third power of the bulk specific weight 
of the material. 

Although sufficient data are not available for high mOisture material 
to definitely establish curves Similar to those in Figure 8, enough 
dat a are available to indicate that the relationship between pressure 
drop and bulk specific weight Is sim!lar regardless of the mOisture 
content. Figure 9 agaln shows the relationship between pressure 
drop and bulk specific weight for chopped alfalfa hay with II to 13 
percent moisture and an alr flow rate of 20 cfm per square foot 
of bin cross seCtion. In addition, data for chopped alfalfa hay with 
mOisture ranging from 37 to 40 percent and with moisture ranging 
from 64 to 67 percent are plotted In s eparate curves. These curves 
indicate that the pressure drop increases approximately as the 
third power of the bulk specific weight regardless of the mOisture 
content. They Indicate also that hay with a high moisture content 
offers less reSistance to air flow than hay with s low moisture 
content If the bulk specific weight Is the same in each case. 

To determine the effect of mOisture on reSistance to air flow, 
s series of test was ron on hay samples r anging from 12 to 63 
percent In moisture content, but with the bulk specific weight 01 
the material constant at five pounds per cubic foot. Figure 10 shows 
the results of this series of tests. From this famlly of curves, 
a relationship between pressure drop and mOisture content was 
obtained by selecting points at air flow rates of 10, 20, and 40 elm 
per square foot of bin cross section. The results are shown in Figure 
11. Note that If the curve were extrapolated, a zero pressure would 
be Indicated for hay w ith mOisture between about 60 and 65 percent. 
This simply means that five pounds of hay with more mOisture than 
this would not occuupy a full cubic foot. (Five Ibs. of water with 
no hay would occupy about 0.08 cubic foot.) If such high mOisture 
material were unUormly placed In a horizontal bin, such as the one 
shown in Figures 1 and 2, an air space would remain at the top of 
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the bin which would offe r essentially no resIs tance to the flow of 
ai r at the velocltes used in these experiments. 

Since moisture is express ed as percent on a wet basis, hay at 
25 percent moisture Is one-four th water and three- fourths 
matter, hay at 50 percent moisture 
etc:. It 18 not surpr ising that for a 
plus dry matter) the drier hay flow. 
The spaces occupied by the water are believed to be the minute pores 
In the material and, cOllsequenUy, the sizes of the passages through 
wblch most of the air passes are not greatly affected. 

As hay dries In the mow, the total weight per unit volume Is ac t
ually reduced because of moisture removal. This is true even 
though some settling usually occurs which tends to Increase the 
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A serie s of tests was run with the amO\mt of dry matter per cubic foot 
volume constant. A value of four pounds dry matter per cubic foot 
was selected and hay samples ranging in moisture content fro m 
10 to 67 percent were uSed. Figure 12 shows the results of these 
tests and Figure 13 shows a relationship between pressure drop 
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and moisture content lor ai r flow r ates of 10 , 20, and 30 cfm per 
square foot of bin cross section. As the moisture content approaches 
100 percent (all water and no hay) , the res istance approaches the 
r esistance of water; I. e . • 12 Inches of water per foot of bin length. 
For a constant amount of dry matter per unit volume , the r esistance 
Is lowest when the moisture content In zero (ail hay and no water). 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A cODlJlderable difference In the resistance of hay to air flow 
m ay result from the differences in leafiness, maturi ty. or kind 
of hay. Figure 5 s howl the resistance of leaves to be approxi
mately seven Urnes that of stems. Thus , hay with a high percent
age of leaves would be expected to offer more resistance to flow 
than hay with a high percentage of stems. 

The res istance of hay to all' flow was Increased by chopping, 
crimping, or c rushing, but the increase s ctue to these operations 
were minor in comparison With those resulting from an increase in the 
amount of material per unit volume. Resis tance to all' flow increased, 
approximately as the third power of the bulk specific weight with 
moisture content and air flow rate constant , This indicates that 
the reSistance to ai r flow varies with the depth of the hay. If, for 
example, the bulk speelflc weight of the hay Is tWice u high at the 
bottom of the mow as at the top, the reSistance to all' flow is ap
proximately eight times as high. 

Hay with a nigh pereentage of mois ture offered less resistance 
to air flow than dr ier with the same bulk denSity. If consider ed 
on the basiS of unit volume , however, dry hay had 
a lowe r than wet hay with the same amount 
of.2..!:l matter per unit volume. 
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